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Stetson VS St Augustine, Saturday, Oct. 14 
THE LONE ROOTER 
INTERESTING STORY BY W. H. BACUS 
"Ouch, Doc, go easy!" 
"Well, if they don't hit you thei-e 
I guess you ••can play through the 
whole game," remarked the doctor. 
"Great news; it certainly helps," 
said the coach. "If^hat doesn't warm 
up that bunch of cold feet outside, 
I'll eat my hat!" 
"And if I do get hit on that spot, 
. will it put me out?" despondently 
queried a husky lad of about twenty. 
The coach glared. 
"It won't if • you can stand the 
paid"; but rest assured, I'd never play 
AVith a back as sore as yours is," 
grinned the doctor. 
"Oh, well, they won't know you're 
hurt there, and you can be at . least 
a little careful. Nobody's going to 
pick out that particular spot and 
hit it," reassuringly put in the coach. 
"Hope not," and with an increase 
of life the fullback finished dressing. 
"Guess I'll have to go now—" 
"Slow up a little and I'll be right 
With you," called the coach. 
'"'Let's go* eat, he remai'ked, and 
y together with the doctor he caught 
up with Rand. 
Arm in arm the three walked up 
to the commons, and soon were in 
an earnest discussion with members 
of the team, on plays, statistics, bits 
of news and the prospects of the 
game. But the coach was worried, , 
to this most important game, as 
Kempton wag oh the outer edge of 
tlje next state. But even those who 
usually 'accompanied the team had 
hung back this time on various ex-
cuses; after two seasons of seeing 
their team defeated, their moral was 
low—they simply could not bear to 
see the team defeated again. So on 
this trip, the last and most import-
ant, not a single rooter from the 
college itself went along. It was 
this lack of support which worried 
the coaches about as much as Rand's 
injury. No support in the stands I 
A bugbear, sure enough, and one 
which affected good playing aa no-
thing else could. That the team 
would feel it, the coaches knew, and 
the players -knew the coaches knew 
it, and both tried to appear visibly 
unconcerned, which made it so much 
the harder for all. 
And yet rumor had it that Bill 
Kelly, that brick-topped mischief-
maker, was sure to be there. How 
or in what way nobody knew, as he 
was working hard to keep himself 
in college and was always notorious-
ly short of funds. But nobody wor-
ried, because Kelly had shown he 
could well take care of himself .under 
practically any circumstances. He 
was also an always welcome rooter; 
his lungs seemed to be made of 
although only the doctor, his -running j leather, and he used them with ven-
mate, noticed it. After supper some [ geance. 
little time was spent on blackboard " O h , if only Kelly shows up!" 
drill and then the players were sent whispered the doctor, 
off with strict injunctions to be in The journey was most uncomfort-
Ibcd by alevcn. able, and the team was irritable ^ 1 
"We've got to -win tliis game," I the -way. Eventually they arrived, 
suddenly^ burst forth, the coach. "I t and as they fell out of the train at 
means everything! I t may be all eight-fifteen were met by the mana-
right to lose once, and I can some- ger of Kempton and his lesser min-
how even apologize for last year's de- j ions 
feat, but three times in a row is too 
much! And now Plug has a sore 
hack. We've "^a partly phantom 
eleven, I know, but it's a good one, 
and Kempton hasn't such a wonder-
ful team this year, either. I wish I 
could get the m^̂ n feeling a bit more 
confident; they'll fight, but they 
haven't that necessary ounce of 
-drive!" 
"I know, Sandy," said the doctor 
•quietly, impressed at this verbal oiat-
hurst. "And because the teams are 
so evenly matched, the game 'is go-
ing to be an, unusually hard one." 
"Yes, if it were only on our own 
grounds, I'd feel more optimistic." 
"It'll be all settled day after tor 
morrow. Only wish I knew which 
way," mournfully" groaned the doc-
tor. 
"All right, we'll show them we're 
still a team to reckon with; but don't 
let, any of our team suspect we're 
not absolutely confident, or they'll 
go all to pieces. We'd better take 
all the subs along. We'll probably 
need them." 
Then following a technical discus-
sion on such and such a player's 
good and bad points. There were 
plenty of available substitutes in the 
line. But in the back field the case 
was different. .Plug Rand was the 
only first-class fullback, and if he 
by any chance were injured the 
situation would be a serious one. 
"Well," wearily remarked the 
coach, putting on his coat and reach-
ing for his hat, "we can only hope 
Tae doesn't get hurt." 
For some o^ the players, as well as 
coach and physician, it was an almost 
-sleepless night, for was not the day 
after tomorrow the day of their an-
nual death grip with their old and 
ancient rival, Kempton? And hadn't 
they been beaten two years in suc-
cession, and didn't the memory of 
those two defeats rankle? 
The next day was colder and held 
forth a promise of snow, worrying 
still further the already nervous foot-
ball mentors, for- what team would 
want to play on a snow-covered field 
with a slippery ball? But as the day 
progressed, the sun gradually broke 
through, and at eleven forty-five, the 
players, having worried their profes-
sors half to death that morning, met 
at the station, escorted by the whole 
college. 
Very low indeed was the percent-
age of rooters who' usually went aFing 
The Kempton manager introduced 
himself, and, directing the team to 
fojlow, led them to^their hotel. In 
a ten-minute chat with the visiting 
team's coach, the latter through the 
others' courteous words, felt an ad-
ditional pang of, apprehension. 
But once again among his own 
boys, there was g, feeling of do or 
die in the air, and the coach began 
to breathe more "freely. The teams 
were pretty evenly matched. If he 
could only say the same of the 
grandstands. Central's victory would 
be assured. 
Of the two teams, Kempton prob-
ably enjoyed sleep most, but Central 
arose more grim and determined. 
The coach spent the morning in dis-
cussing plays and players, in exhorta-
tion and entreaty, while the players 
hung over each word with compressed 
lips, or wandered belligerently around 
the hotel. 
At twelve o'clock sharp they had 
dinner, and soon after went down to 
the field house in a body. The pro-
cess of donning football togs was 
gone through with unusually exacti-
tude. Every ankle was taped just 
so, every shoe laced right, and every' 
strap carefully buckled. Especial at-
tention was paid to the strapping 
and padding for Rand, and every-
thing was, done most thoroughly and 
completely. Two-thirty came, and 
the players ran through the open 
gates in a body. They missed the 
applause that their home grandstand 
would have given them. 
"Doesn't make you feel very am-
bitious," said Howard Case, the left 
guard. 
"Oh, keep still, you're notthr^only 
one who misses it," rebuked the cap-
tain. 
The subs split off and ran to their 
benches, where they were joined by 
coach and physician. At two-forty, 
the Kempton team came on the field 
and received a tremendous ovation; 
cheer after cheer rang out, inter-
mingled with individual exhortation 
to each Kempton player. Both teams 
ran through their signals, and, when 
at three o'clock, the whistle blew, it 
found the men on their toes. Kemp-
ton won the toss and elected to de-
fend the north goal, from which 
direction an almost negligible breeze 
puffed occasionally. 
"Ready, Central?" 
Rand raised his hand in assent. 
"Ready, Kempton?" 
"Thud!" went the ball, and »the 
game was on! 
It was a most gruelling contest. 
Central was clearly outweighted, but 
twice her speed and the uncanny 
ability of little Eagan saved them 
from being scored on. That Central 
was much faster was clearly evident. 
Her players slipped through where 
an opening was invisible to the 
stands, and more than once a trick 
play was smothered before it natura-
lized by the speed of the end. At 
the very beginning of the second 
quarter, after a particularly rough 
scrimmage, Plug Rand was led off the 
field with a badly strained back. 
Rand .refused to leave the field, 
however, but sat down on the bench. 
His absence immediately told on the 
team' and in spite of all big Larry 
Dort, the captain, could do, they were 
driven back to their five-yard line. 
There a lucky fumble saved them for 
a time, and the ball was punted back 
to Kempton's forty-yard line. Cen-
tral was clearly weakening. The in-
exorable march began again, and 
when the ball was finally shoved pver, 
the Kempton rooters went mad with 
joy. When the goal was attempted 
a slight puff of wind caught the ball 
just as it was about to inch past one 
of the uprights, and veered it to one_ 
side. It hit the post and bounded 
back on the field. Score stood 6-0, 
favor Kempton. The Kempton 
coaches, however, breathed more 
freely, for until Plug was injured 
the game had been too uncertain. 
Central's speed easily balancing 
Kempton's superiority in weight. 
But now their smiles broadened per-
ceptibly. 
During the intermission, Sandy, in-
stead of criticizing- his players, spoke 
quietly and confidently to thenj, 
which had "as much ettect as any rie'ry' 
speech he might have made. He 
picked out Frankie Neilson, -vyho -wafe 
trying gamely to fill the gap left by 
Rand, and made him feel that, though 
doing well, he was expected to do 
better. Each player, grey-lipped 
and stern, heard the coach's final 
word. 
"Say to yourselves, 'I will not be 
denied!'-" he finished. "Listen men, 
don't give the stands a thought. Play 
the game as you never have before, 
and never mind anything else." 
But silence was his only answer. 
Plainly, spirit was at low ebb. 
At that moment, about two miles 
away, and coming for the field for 
all he was worth, was a red-headed 
figure, with clothing grimed and torn. 
Yes, it was Kelly, sure enough. He 
had left the night before on a freight 
which passed through Kempton, but 
rigl^tfor a point about eight hundred 
miles away. At Kempton, Kelly 
trusted to luck to get off safely, as 
the train did not stop there. But a 
hard-hearted local constable had 
spied him in the coal car, which he 
was riding, and spoiled all his calcu-
lations. He was uncermoniously 
burled off at Pacific J\inction, a lit-
tle tank town about sixty miles from 
Kempton; and as court did not sit 
vill ten o'clock, the constable led him 
towards the hoosegow." But Kelly 
protested so loudly that he was not an 
ordinary tramp, and explained his 
wesence on the car so clearly, that 
jihe constable at length let him go, 
oven apologized. 
" "Oh, that's all right," said Kelly, 
t^irily waving his good-bye. Finding 
Ithe main road to Kempton, which was 
V*iain in name only, he started walk-
"v/ig, as no other train was due till 
"jWo Seventeen that afternoon. As 
!fet is was early, about h*alf past 
••ight. 
- Bad luck seemed to follow Kelly, 
and he was forced to walk mile after 
mile, with only a few respectable 
lifts. Finally about twelve o'clock, 
'ae was picked up by a man bound for 
rtandish, ,a small town about seven 
iniles from Kempton. It took them 
[̂ About three hours to.cover the thirty-
<'ight m i l ^ to Standish and there 
'̂ Celly, with a brief word of thanks, 
Started oft'. ' Alternately walking and 
j;unning he finally reached Kempton, 
iand headed for the field. He heard 
•'•-.he cheers, and surmised rightly that 
,.he was not, as yet, too late. As he 
Li^a'ched the entrance where the 
'^cket teller held post, he was plainly 
y>inded. 
,< "Come to see the slaughter?" And 
f-s Kelly proffered a dollar bill, "Oh, 
i'ever mind, games almost over, walk 
î .ight in." 
H Kelly chuckled internally. 
i> "Much obliged, he said, and then 
|n a lower tone, to himself, "Wait till 
lie hears me yelling for Central." 
. The third quarted had ,in the mean-
time, passed scoreless, for in spite of 
$y^\ Kempton could do. Central's sup-
^^V»jr'SpSB'd - rri'ol-e \,ila,tx »*l..Cti;^i-violi. Lhyi 
ball out of danger. A punting duel 
also took up several minutes of prec-
ious time, and so it was that at the 
beginning of the last quarter, the 
score stood only 6-0, favor Kempton. 
Central, with spirits low, wishing 
the game over, so they could disap-
pear, was about to open the final 
quarter. Suddenly they were unex-
pectedly aroused out of a gloomy 
semi-lethargy. 
"Yeh! Central! Let's g-o-o-o!'{ 
"Kelly!" breathed the coach. 
"Kelly!" said Larry Short, glanc-
ing up. "Well, I'll be hanged!" 
"Kelly!" came from the other play-
ers, who stared toward the stands in ] 
glad wonder. 
"Now rip 'em up. Central, tear 
,'em -to shreds! Touchdown!" 
"Let's show him fellows!" exhorted 
Short, suddenly waking up, and on 
the first signal, rooted a hole through-' 
the astonished Kempton line which 
netted six yards. 
"Oh you Short!" from Kelly. 
"Again, team!" was Short's reply, 
and again a hole was torn in the line, 
Contini-ed From Page 2 
Grid Sports Attracts Many. 
Three Teams Out This Week. 
Prospects Better Than Ever. 
HAIL! STETSON! 
The spirit of the students of John 
B. Stetson University is going to 
haVe a challenge this year, unpctr-
ralleled in any recent year. There is 
not a question in the minds of those 
who love old Stetson as to how this 
spirit is going to show up. The at-
tidude of the new students, as well 
as the fellings of the old ones, shows 
that nothing will be lacking when 
the testing time comes. 
JBut the testing time has come! 
Our first football game is scheduled 
for Friday. Elsewhere in this Col-, 
legiate you will find a story entitled, 
"The Lone Rooter." Read this story 
•without fail. After you have read 
it, make the proper application of it 
vsdth regard to the school you love 
and want to see go forward. 
No football player can tell you the 
effect of the Kellys in a game, but 
they will all tell you how they feel 
about playing when the Kelleys are 
there -with them. College spirit can 
not be explained and its action can 
only be related. The same feeling 
comes to a true Stetsonite when the 
faithful warriors are lined up to pro-
tect the glorious colors, green and 
white, as comes to a loyal, patriotic 
American when he sees the boys clad 
in kahki rallying to the support of 
his nation. Who can describe that 
strange feeling, the feeling that 
nothing can stop you, that comes 
when you hear the national anthem 
being played? Who can explain the 
feeling you have toWards the an-
tagonist of Stetson when the "green 
and white" is being sung? 
This urgent appear goes out to the 
loyal supporters of Stetson. 
Attend the cheer practice, 
Wednesday at noon. Regardless of 
the way our team may play, the old 
Stetson spirit must never slack up. 
^These yells and songs must be re-
peated in your sleep. If these are 
kept in your mind at all times, you 
can't keep from yelling on the field. 
Who knows what effect the little yell-
ing you may do -will have on the 
faithful fighters for Stetson? Where 
is there a Kelly among us? 
This appeal is made -with the 
great end in mind that we may 
boost Stetson. When the cheer 
leader begins the first practice, be 
there with one thought in mind—^to 
yell for Stetson! On Friday after-
noon when the game is called, 
be there in great numbers lined 
up on the side line. May the spirit 
be shown in this initial game of the 
year. "Stetson, we're for you!" 
Stetson has a real bootball team 
out there on the gridiron. For sev-
eral years such material has not been 
seen and everyone is looking for-
ward to a real ball team this season. 
Three teams out daily increase the 
competition so that any one man •will 
have to work hard to make a posi-
tion on the first team. The second 
team is going to be a good team, 
better by far than the team of last 
year. Keep coming out all you who 
have been out and those who have 
not been out, come on out'. Let us 
put Stetson on the athleic may as 
she is on the educational map. 
Athletics build a school and this is 
no exception. Get out and let'^ all* 
go for a- championship game. All 
we have to do to get a game with 
Florida who will be in the final game 
for the\state championship, is to •win 
over Rollins and Southern. We don't 
know what Southern has there, but 
we do know what Rollins has and 
what she has had. We don't Iqiow 
that we are going to win over her, 
but we are going to make the biggest 
try that was ever made. 
During the past week with three 
teams on the field of excellent ma-
terial, there has been daily practice. 
A little advancement is made each 
day in the program and toward the 
later part of the week scrimmage 
was begun. Signal practice began 
Tuesday, not real earnest signal prac-
^Lc<j,.l»uL.ttia.iy,. ,Vvri:. „ ̂ jo oignal'-A wero 
given out till Thursday. There are 
two teams on the field which are 
nearly equal. One is heavy and the 
other light. No man has made his 
position yet and will not make it 
till the last game of the season. 
Nothing- is sure except that you must 
be on the field every da j . Every 
man get on his war togs and get out 
for a good loosening up. Keep in 
trim and you can't get a scratch. 
Unity and co-ercion will win the 
game. You have to work together. 
Without team work there can be no 
gain. Always be self possessed, 
never nervous. That is the cause of 
fumbles. 
Signals are being worked and the 
teams look as if they were out for 
somebody's scalp. Self confidence is 
what you want and not confidence o | 
victory. Many teams lo'̂ se because 
of overconfidence of •victory and they 
go into a game carelessly and within 
a quarter the game is lost. Falling 
on the ball is good for the player, 
it not only, hardens the muscles, but 
makes to the flexibility of the body 
for the' terrific strains and turns 
which tackling makes a necessity. 
Cutting the ball is better than a 
dummy, as it teaches the man to cut 
low. A low cut usually gets the 
man if done at the proper' time. Of 
course any cut out of time will do 
but little good. But to get the man 
low •will get him. Nothing is pret-
tier than a good cut less it be a pretty 
tackle. Plunging from the line of 
scrimmage is to gain uniformity and 
speed. Without either Ihe team 
woud be lost. Passing .the ball, both 
short passes to the halves and ends, 
and long passes •will help to gain 
accuracy. Every man needs to know 
how to catch a ball. Some time every 
man gets a chance to intercept a 
ball. A tackle often, or a guard, 
will be in position to catch a short 
pass from the opponent and it pays 
to know how to pull it down and 
make a getaway. There is nothing 
in football that every man needs 
not to know. While a guard may 
never have opportunity to use the 
knowledge which a half back has, he 
should know it anyhow. 
Good stiff practice being duly ad-
ministered each day the team is gra-
dually evolving into more proper 
shape. Hard workout is the pro-
gram each day and the men out 
usually get enough by the time to 
cease for the day, has arrived. Two 
teams have been formed and the re-
mainder of the men are called in as 
errors are noted. Every man has 
his chance and •will continue to have 
his chance. Possibilities are wonder-
ful for a banner team this year. A 
great deal of competition is shown 
and that is what makes a good team. 
A gradual and slow picking of the 
right man for the right place. Each 
day brings a new star into the field. 
Three more . days and the Palatka 
Legion will be played. We wonder 
who is to participate. They are 
known generally but most of the 
men who have been keeping up to 
the mark, both in training and in 
practice, will take part at their time. 
Stetson should take all games this 
season and by a little hard work and 
strict obediance to the rules and 
directions of coach, there will be the 
desired results. 
There are a number of men yet 
out of training. Get into training if 
you wish to take part in any of the 
games played this year. You are 
not so good that you can get out 
of training. Not one man can ever 
hope to make good without explicit 
follo'wing of the directions of the 
coach. There are some on the field 
that are sure of a position. Don't 
think for a moment that you have 
any one corner of the eleven nailed 
do-wn. Pug knows what he wants 
and is not at all a respector of per-^ 
sons. The best and only the best can 
get on that team. Among those who 
show some improvement or who shine 
1 are, a large number of those out. 
Bowen is better than ever this year. 
• > •• • ^ . • , - . , 1 He -4s strictly -4n training-* and 4S . juli 
of endurance. Bowpn has the stuff 
that carries and keeps a man through 
a game of football. 
Big Schu looks stronger and 
stronger each day. Schu has more 
endurance than any man on the 
field. He has the make up of a 
first class tackle. He is versatile, 
however, and can play other positions 
with the same strength and ease. 
Gunby is getting the pass down 
to a fine point and ^ s every indi-
cation of being a real center. He 
has the form which Bus Rasco used 
with such ability. Gunby is going 
to be one of the best as I see it, and 
he looks strong for the center job 
this year. Keep the good work go-
ing Gunby. 
Theo Hon is trying to get the 
hang of punting. Theo is a line 
plunger and is fast too. He has the 
same stuff that the afore mentioned 
have in i-egard to real football play-
ing. It takes a lot of that to keep in 
the game. 
Layton is going strong for tackle. 
He showed some good tackles here 
last year. Layton has a nice figure 
for tackle. He can get the man on 
the spot too. Scott is traveling as 
fast as I have ever seen him and is 
working hard. Scott is one of the 
fightingest men on the campus and 
not only knows the game, but can 
play it. 
Sledge Tatum is developing speed 
and also is sure of his play. He 
seems to know the game and can 
play a good back field game. He 
should make good here this year. 
Morgan is built for a full back and 
his looks do not belie him. He has 
what it takes. 
Plesance for half back is going 
strong and he seems to have a good 
bit of speed. 
Wainer, of North Carolina, is a . 
hard worker and has some wonder-
ful possibilities. He can get there. 
Gordon Hayes works hard and is 
a good prospective for guard. He 
will bear watching. 
Turner is back. We hope that he 
•will stay as he seems to be a good 
man. He is fast. 
Hendry is making a good sho"wing 
at guard and tackle, he has the 
makings of a good line man. He 
has played football for some years. 
King, while light, is fast and 'is 
always on the job. Bradly and Ed-
munds are out for the first time and 
are doing exceptionally well for first 
year men. They have the right 
spirit. Tribble is showing a handy 
Continued on Page 4 
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TO THE ATHLETE 
It is to the good sport, he who 
can lose and lose without losing his 
temper, who can win ard win with-
out saying "I told you so," that I 
give my hand. A good sport of the 
type just defined is the real man in 
this old world? He can do what he 
desires to do without injury to any-
one else. He can accomplish many 
great things. He can overcome all-
most impossible difficulties. He never 
whimpers, he never begs, never 
humbles himself save when humble-
ness is a virtue. He is a man. He 
is a real honest to Gosh man. I 
gave him the right of way over the 
other types to be found on this earth. 
And the man who is of this type is 
not only found on the gridiron, not 
alone on the links, he is often found 
cooped uj) in / some office where he 
must work in order that he may 
eke out a livelihood. There are 
many on the field. of sports, or in 
the office who are not sports. They 
are like sores on the. body socially. 
They are the parasites which cling to 
society. They are the ones who have 
nothing but nerve. The yellow al-
ways shows" up in a time of trouble. 
We all know the kind. There are 
but few of them, but what few there 
is, is sufficient.^ 
A man who has the ability to play 
the game and stick to it through 
loss, disaster and success, •with the 
same fortitude and strength, is a 
man. He is also well known in the 
land. He is the real peace loving 
man. He wishes success in his under-
taking but usually goes out and digs 
in and works it out rather than wait 
and let it come to him. It is to him 
that all things are due. To him all 
things are meant, that he should win 
all which he deserves and that is 
much. The athlete who is clean in 
•his work will win if he has endur-
ance and stick-to-itive-ness. I always 
place dependability on a clean, ener-
getic man. 
6 Burner Oil Stoves 
formerly selling at 
$78.00 
All next week at 
$70.00 
Detroit .1^^^ Vapor i it 
5 Burner Oil Stoves 
formerly selling at 
. $64.00 
All next week at 
$57.50 
J. F. A L L E N & C O M P A N Y 
The Home Of Dependable Goods (since 1882) 
Indigestion never bothers the glut-
ton for work. 
The only thing age brings to some 
men Is senility. 
Maybe the divorce records^ explain 
liwo hearts with but a single' thought. 
Women having proved that they have 
limbs, the long skirt is returning to 
favor. 
The trouble with the skirts of chance 
i s that the mdiffey pocket is so hard to 
locate. 
The trouble with most of the deep 
Bwimmlng holes is the amount of wa-
ter in 'em. 
Hot weather shouldn't .bother the 
egotist. He isn't aware of anything 
but himself. 
NOWHERE 
The people we meet doing 
nothing and going nowhere 
are signposts along life's 
highway. They give warn-
ing that we should do some-
thing to get somewhere— 
and a savings account is a 
through ticket to success. 
Save a dime or save a dollar 
But save at 
First National Bank 
! Under Government Supervision 
DeLand, Fla. • 
THE LONE ROOTER 
Continued from page 1 
and Neilson wormed through for first 
down. 
"That's the old drive! That's the 
old steam roller! Show 'em foot-
ball! boomed Kelly. 
Various complimen-cary remarks 
were hurled at him. 
"Can that chaff!" 
"Sit on him!" i 
"Say, make a noise like a hoop and 
roll away!" 
"Yes, I can't," retorted Kelly loud-
ly. "Central is, and Kempton's in 
the way." 
In spite of themselves, the rooters 
were forced to grin as the squelched 
one subsided. But the Kempton 
coaches, dry-lipped, wondered what 
the trouble was. Plug Rand was out, 
and he was Central's mainstay. What 
ailed Kempton, then? Sandy, with 
his arm around Rand's shoulder, 
grinned cheerfully to himself. 
"One lone rooter!" he whispered. 
"Oh, if they'll only keep it up!" 
Central was now on Kempton's 
fifteen yard line, where through a 
grounded forward and a poor play, 
she was held on the third down vdth 
six yards to go. 
"We ought to drop kick," whisper-
ed Toney to the quarterback, "but 
who can do i t?" 
Sandy had realized the predicament 
immediately, and as Central took 
time out, so did Rand. 
"C'mon Central, field goal! We 
want those three points!" It was 
Kelly again,, 
Rand looked at the coach ap-
pealingly- , . . . ! 
"I can do it," he said eagerly. 
There was an instant of hesitation. 
"Go in," nodded the coach. 
"Rah! Hah! Rah! Rand! Now! 
Central!" 
The Kempton coaches, dumfound-
Leave your thirst at our 
Fountain and carry 
away a sweet and hap-
py memory. 
THE PALACE 
ed, watched amazedly as Rand sped 
across the field, evidently whole again 
by some miracle, and reported to 
the refree. 
"It 's a trick! Someone double-
•crossed us! This from Foxy, who 
had turnerd pale with surprise. 
With utmost care and precision, 
perfectly guarded, Rand kicked a 
beautiful field goal, and then ran back 
to his position for the kick-off. 
"Listen Sandy, you'd better take 
him out now; he may get hurt again!" 
murmured the doctor. 
"Wait," ansv/ered the coach. 
"Now, now we want a touchdown, 
Central!" boomed Kelly across the 
field. 
"Oh, sit down, sorrel," shouted 
someone, disgusted. "The score is 
six three, favor Kempton." 
"Yes, but wait," came the irre-
pressible one. 
What was happening? Central, 
apparently defeated, had been mere-
ly holding her own. And now a sud-
den rejuvenation. Sandy under-
stood, anc^ so did the doctor, and 
they were practically alone of all the 
crowd. Central, in hostile territory, 
with the hostile stands against her, 
had permitted the atmosphere slowly 
to smother her. The players had 
been listening to the yells for Kemp-
ton; had missed their own backing of 
lusty rooters, and had permitted the 
fact to break up their initiative. 
"C'mon Central, chew 'em up! 
Touchdown!" Again that magic 
voice rolled across the field. 
Central toye lose! End runs, line 
bucks, off-tackle plays, and forwards 
and trick plays of every description 
made Kempton appear like a scrub 
team. Their ponderous weight was 
a hindrance. Not once in that eighty-
yard march was Central held for 
downs. When the touchdown was 
made, and Rand had kicked goal, 
Kelly went -wild, and was only kept 
from running out on the field by 
several clutching hands. 
"Good old Kelly," murmured the 
coach, "he's done what I couldn't." 
The score now stood ten to\six_^in 
favor of Central. The last few 
minutes saw the beginning of an-
other march. Rand, white and shak-
en, with his teeth gritting together, 
was finally Compelled to stop. But 
his presence was no longer needed; 
it was team work now, the work of a 
machine; and as long as a part was. 
there, the quality 'matter little. 
When, a minute later, the whistL^ 
blew, just soon enough to rob Cen-
tral of another touch-down, Kelly, re-
leased, bounded down to the players, 
and dancing about crazily, shouted 
incoherently. 
"I knew you could, I knew you 
would!" 
When the college received a tele-
gram—"We w^on, ten-six, Kelly 
hero," it first went delirious with joy, 
and then conjectured wildly • upon 
what Kelly had done. Of course, 
when the team came home they first 
gave it a tremendous reception, and 
then clamored for explanations. The 
uproar that followed the question, 
"What's the matter with Kelly,"' 
paled the preceeding noise into in-
significance. 
But Kelly had disappeared. 
"Only a lone rooter, but man, 1^ 
was all we needed!" happily summed 
up Sandy. 
"Yes," agreed the doctoi-, reading 
the coach's ,eye. "One lone rooter 
won the game!" 
And with their arms interlocked, 
they wandered off to the Quad room. 
ALMOST PUT HIS FOOT IN it 
Visitor in Smali Town Found He Had 
to :Be Exceptionally OAref-ul a^i^ 
About Offending In-Law8. 
There is a town in the Southwest 
where the families have Intermarried 
to such an extent that It Is difficult 
for an outsider to make the least 
criticism of one person without the 
danger of offending some family con-
nection. When an unfortunate visitor 
commented on this fact to Mr. Jones, 
the postmaster, Mr. .Tones nodded. 
"Bill Perkins—that's our sheriff— 
complained of that no longer ago than 
last week," said he, according to the 
Philadelphia Ledger. 
"You see. It took him more'n a week 
to arrest Frank because Frank got 
wind that he was wanted on a little 
matter of sellin' moonshine, and he 
went on a round of visits amongst his 
relatives, aunts, nephews-in-law and I 
don't know what all, and It wasn't till 
he had had his fill and went back home 
to his wife that'Bill could make the 
arrest without seeming to kind of butt 
In, as you might say, and spoil the 
reunions." 
"I should think he would make a 
strange sort of sheriff," said the vis-
itor, "waiting all the time for senti-
mental reasons and then arresting a 
man when he Went home, just be-
cause his wife wasn't a relation!" 
Whereupon the postmaster drew 
himself up and assumed a remote ex-
pression. ' 
"That's as-you look at it," he said 
In a chilly tone. "I may be a bit 
prejudiced In Bill's favor, as he mar-
ried my son-in-law's youngest sister. 
Anything that concerns him concerns 
me, you understand." 
FRAGRANCE ON PRISON AIR 
Electric Perfumer in Cleveland County 
Jail Arouses Mind to All Kinds 
of Possibilities. 
Attar of roses and sweet scents of 
Araby! There's an electric perfumer 
at the county jail. It casts all kinds 
of sweetness on the prison air. Just 
turn the button and the jail becomes 
a garden of roses or fragrant with the 
scent of orange blossoms. 
The other day the atmosphere of 
the Jail reflected the aroma of the for-
est cedar. It might have been Norway 
pine, sassafras, crab apple blossom, 
but It just happened that the perfumer 
was charged to dispense an aroma 
tinged with forest cedar. 
The machine has possibilities, the 
sheriff believes. It might be employed 
to awaken the prisoners each morning 
with scents of vioh t̂s; and soothe them 
at breakfast with odors of ham, eggs, 
corn fritters, grapefruit and other 
viands not on the regular morning 
menu of coffee and butterless bread. 
Oh. yes, indeed, the machine has pos-
sibilities. At niglit it could discharge 
the odor of pineapple or fig& or dates, 
and any prisoner with a good sense 
of smell and a strong Imagination 
could readily go to sleep an-d feel that 
he was In Hawaii. 
But the perfumer is in jail only on 
trial.-dl^leyelaiLd Plain Dea.ler. 
GREEK LETTER 
SOCIETIES 
A. P. E. STARTS YEAR'S WORK 
The Chapter of Alpha Phi Epsilom 
held its initial meeting of the year 
in their fraternity rooih over the 
library on Monday night. A good 
many of the old members, as well as 
a large group of new men on the 
campus, were present. 
The fraternity was espedially 
honored in its first meeting, having 
the pleasure of having Dr. Farris 
with them. The president, when in-
troducing Dr. Farris to those present, 
said: "He is known by all the stu-
dents,, loved by all that knov,r him." 
Dr. Farris started his address in that 
way that is peculiarly his own, gain-
ing the respect, confidence and in-
terest of all his hearers at the start. 
The speaker said that as he was 
speaking to a fraternity that especial-
ly emphasized oratory, he had first 
thought he would speak of "Some 
of the orators I have heard," but be-
cause cjf limited time he decided to 
speak of the "Present day need of 
an orator." The speaker said that 
he knew of no living American whom 
he might call an orator. He spoke 
of the high recognition many men 
of today have, because of their repu-
tation as an orator, yet, he showed 
the various respects in which they 
fell short when compared •with such 
men as Demosthenes and Cicero, or 
even Patric Henry and.^Webster. 
Dr. Farris said that •& man who 
could move his audience to action 
"trecause of his oratoi-y was assured 
of success in what undertaking he 
might .pursue. He ended his impres-
sive address with an apf)eal that men 
from Stetson might be filled with 
the burning desire to becdrne an 
orator. 
After a course of refreshments had 
been served, the meeting was turned 
into a social hour. It is the hope 
of the active members of A. P. E. 
that many men of high standards on 
this campus may qualify for mem-
bership. 
P^ BETA PHI NINTH 
ANNUAL DINNER PARTY 
The ninth annual dinner party of 
the Pi Beta Phi Fraternity was given 
on Saturday, October 7th, at the 
home of Mrs. Ed Mickle, at Daytona 
Beach. The members of the fra-
ternity and their guests motored to 
Sunset Park in time for lunch, which 
was rerved in individual picnic I oxes 
decorated with the fraternity colors. 
After a delightful afternoon spent 
in bathing and riding on the beach 
the party returned to the house of 
Mrs. Mickle, where the annual din-
ner party was given. Japanese 
place cards and favors were used, the 
rooms and porches being decorated 
with a combination of Japanese ef-
fects and the fraternity colors, •wine 
red and silver blue. 
The guests enjoying the hospitali-
ty of these young ladies were the 
Misses Constance Freeman, Bernice 
Campbell, Violet Eversole, Mary 
Markey, Lillian Parks, Annette Em-
rick, Dora Gibson, Louise Gibson, 
Evelyn Ashly, Virginia Prather, 
Frances Wade, Ruth Wade, Rebeckah 
Stewart, Helen Smythe and Charlotte 
Dunham. 
LEGAL LIGHTS 
(By Miriam Finney) 
Tom Walden and Aby Chardkoff*, 
the latest arrivals in the Senior Law 
class,' which is happily complete 
now in its roll. 
The Class of 1923 was greatly 
honored by a visit from the wife of 
our class president, Mrs. R. S. Mil-
ler. We hope she was greatly im-
pressed •with us and.•will call again. 
Helen( at football game)—"That 
husky is a coward." 
Mary—"Why?" 
Helen—"Because he is running 
away from all the other fellows."x 
Prof.—"What is college bred?" 
Stewed Stude.—"A four years 
loaf." 
Honesty is the best policy, but it 
costs something to keep the prem-
iums up. 
X 
Many men profess to have a lot 
of go in thern, but what they lack is 
a self-starter. 
— . X 
The driver who does not know how 
to brake his car runs the risk of 
breaking his neck. 
IN REVERIE 
Over heard in Chaudoin the other 
night. To big Schu- -Oh I just love 
big healthy, strong football' men. 
To Morgan—Have a jar of jam. 
Bradley to Duke: "I think that I 
better take my beauty nap. 
Duke in return: "Better 
good long sleep. 
take 
Gordon Hayes, father to little Gor-
don:—r"l hear that you have been 
hanging around stage doors. 
Little Gordon:—"Why Dad—I am 
thinking of writing a play. 
^ Hayes, ^r.:—"Well, you can't 
learn anything about Shakespq^e 
from a chorus girl. 
Dean Carson:—What was the 
Stone Age man? 
Stude'.:—Paul, he threw bricks at 
aged men. 
Prof.:—What is the perfuzabb 
hamenegg perifluiate amenonianten? 
Monk:—It is the e^fiklaged specia 






Program from Tuesday, Oct. 10 
to Monday, Oct 16 
PROGRAM, TUESDAY, October 
"GOD'S CRUCIBLE" 
WHAT YOU WILL SEE 
The fight in Makaroff's hotel. 
The thrilling storm in the forest. 
How Ivan repaid Jack French's brutal treatment. 
Paula's dying confession—and how it saved Michael. 
How Paula saved her young mistress from a dreadful fate. 
Also INTERNATIOJSJAL NEWS 
P R O G R A M , WEDNESDAY, October 11 
MONROE SALISBURY 
in 
"THE GREAT ALONE" " 
Directed by JACQUES JACCARD and JAMES 
COLWELL 
An American Production 
This is one of the greatest pictures of the season 
Also A Good Comedy 
PROGRAM, THURSDAY, October 12 
A Screen Poem of Mother-Faith 
LOUISE GLAUM 
in 
"GREATER THAN LOVE" 
Your tears will pay tribute to^ its message 
Also A Good Comedy 
PROGRAM, FRIDAY, October 13 
Mermaids galore! Wood Nymphs too ^ 
"NEPTUNE'S BRIDE" 
A kick in every scene. 
Beautiful Story 
A Good Comedy "WAY DOWN EAST" 
Also Life of WASHINGTON IRVING 
PROGRAM, SATURDAY/October 14 
"THE GALLOPING KID" 
Starring HOOT GIBSON 
Also Life of WASHINGTON IRVING 
11th Chapter of 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe 
PROGRAM Monday, Oct 16 
"THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING" 
A WONDERFUL STORY 
A story of Tragedies and Sadness, of Joys and 
Gladness, of great wrong wrighted. 
Also INTERNATIONAL NEWS 


















D R E K A ' S 
DeLAND, - . FLORIDA 
FOR SORORITIES and FRATERNITIES 
Complete line 
Dennison Crepe Paper Novelties 
For Hallowe'en Parties 
Favors _ - Place Cards - Masks 
Lamp Shades - Doilies 
Luncheon Sets 
G. A. Dreka & Co. 
* 
Local and Personal 
Another name has been added to 
the list of casuals on the football 
field. Edward White, one of the 
most promising back field men, had 
the misfortune of breaking his 
shoulder hlade, White was not only 
active, on the football field,' but he 
is also a very prominent member of 
the tennis team, and we certainly 
hope for him a speedy recovery. We 
are counting on you strong in the 
Jacksonville game, Ed, and we hope 
you'll soon be active again. 
Smith's Sanitary 
"The Best Always." 
Barber Shop— 
» » » » ^ ^ » » ^ ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
SCRIMMAGE principal work. How to cut, where 
to cut and who to cut. How to hit 
Friday the DeLand High SchcTol {the opposing man and where. High 
and low cuts was out on the field and as the Hat 
ter eleven had just received uniforms 
and head gears scrimmage was be-
gun between the High School and one 
of the Stetson teams. Many errors 
were noted and made well, that was 
the object of the scrimmage. The 
ball was kicked to the DeLanders who 
carried it, but lost it on the first 
down. Stetson after a few line 
plunges and end runs, some hemming 
and hawing and corrections and 
directions .carried the ball to the 
zero line. DeLand has a good '̂̂ ^b 
High and low bucks. 
All the hows and wheres of line de-
fense. The offensive team was also 
tutilaged by Pug in how to avoid 
cuts, by hurdling, side stepping and 
straight dives. AH of the hows and 
wheres of the offensive game also. 
^  X — 
Y. M. C. A. STARTS PRAC-
TICE FOR TRACK MEET 
The first practice for the track 
meet was called by the Y. M. C. A. 
on Friday* afternoon. About ten men 
have alreadj'^ reported 
Have you see Aby yet? Yes, that's 
him you heard. He says that the 
Tribune had"to continue running, so 
he has come to feed them the news. 
We are expecting some good write-
ups, Aby. 
Markovitz blew in Friday. He is 
an Old Stetson man. He got the 
rambling spirit a couple years ago 
and went over to Rollins, but was 
back here last year. Mighty glad 
to see you, Maxie, we are going to 
watch you in the baseball field. 
H. H. Smith was called over to 
supply in Sanford Sunday. Dr. King 
was seen on the Stetson campus on 
Saturday afternoon, and i^ is assumed 
that he is taking a little trip. No 
wonder Leola was all smiles on 
Saturday. 
Only the best at Smith's Sanitary 
Barber Shop. 
Charlie Henderson spent the week-
end in Sanford. Some time ago his 
name was up for the presidency of 
the leader B. Y. P. U. and he gave 
as his excuse, "I expect to put my 
time to other things this year." 
You're starting mighty early, Char-
lie. We hope, however, that she'll 
be able to be back here in the winter 
term. 
Mable Swope's parents were visi'fe-
ing her this week. 
- Margaret Moore is quite happy 
to have her mother here. 
Miss 'Ruth Adamson, of Tampa, 
spent last week-end with her sister, 
Dorothy. 
Monday night the usual Y. W. C. 
A. meeting was held, several of the 
to-wn girls attended. 
Chaudoin girls enjoyed the ratting 
ceremonies very much,, and we can 
say the boys were rather good sports. 
The serenade rendered by the boys 
Wednesday night was fine, and of 
course the girls all enjoyed it. Come 
again, boys. 
Quite a nice program was given 
Thursday night at Y. W. C. A.- Lu-
cile Newley gave a vocal solo, Eleanor 
Meeks a piano selection and each 
member of the cabinet was intro-
duced and then they told their duties. 
Calvin Parker spent a short while 
on the campus last week. All of the 
old members will remember Parker. 
He received his degree in law in '19 
and his degree in Arts in '22, hav-
ing spent five years on the campus. 
Parker was just one day late for the 
rat-party, and it looks like he'll never 
get over it. We were glad to see 
you, Calvin. 
Quite a nice breakfast was served 
by Iris Battle Sunday morning, the 
following girls were there: Sadie 
Wearen, Violet Eversole, Helen Shir-
ley, Leola Kihg, Lucille Nervley, Dot 
Adamson, Evelyn Ashley, Ruth 
Adamson of Tampa, Billie Campbell, 
Katherine McDonald, Marie Ander-
son, Hazel Overstreet, Isabell Knight 
and Lillian Park. 
Smith's Sanitary 
The Quality Shop. 
Barbt Shop-
and but for the fumbles which can rmo,re who are interested in this, are 
be remedied will make a strong fight in the large bunch of football play-
in High Schoof' athletics. Signals ers. 
were gven out and they are very ' The meeting held on Thursday 
^ Algy Smart has recently given two 
very interesting lectures in Public 
and several | Speaking class, on "Military Tactics." 
The subject is naturally an interest-
ing one and Mr. Smart gave the class 




Value 85c to $1J 
Get It At 
' ALLEN'S 
(The Busy Druggists) ~̂  
hard to catch on to by an opposing 
team. They are easily learned by 
the members of the team, usingT;hem. 
Saturday the two teams strongest 
on the field had a good scrimmage. 
Only two teams were out with a few 
men over. All men must be on the 
field next week as there is a game 
next Friday with Palatka. Hard 
scrimmage will be given Monday and 
Tuesday and possibly Wednesday. 
The line went through scrimmage 
Saturday and the backs were out, 
line defenses and cutting were the 
night was very interesting. The pro-
gram was in charge of Oren llan-
cock, and the subject was " fhe Ten 
Commandments." Several members 
took part in the open discussion and 
it is hoped the lessons were taken to 
heart. 
Daily work-outs are to be held, 
and the present out-look is very good 
for a prosperous year in Y. M. C. A. 
work on this campus. 
j _ _ 
The first hundred years of being 
an easy mark may be considered the 
worse. '̂  
We, are Headquarters for 
Stationery and Novelties 
Stetson Pennants-"Die Stamped Stationery 
Reeve & Howard 
F. P^Hyde 
Kodak Finishing, Picture Framing, Enlarging 
Special Attention given to Framing Diplomas 
Over Reeve & Howard 
A dandy/ dutch treat was enjoyed 
in the room of Abbie Lapham and 
Margaret Moore on Monday night, 
the following girls being present: Vir-
ginia and Margaret Bow, Louise and 
"""tJora Gibson, Bettie Campbell, Eve-
lyn Ashley,' Constance Freeman, 
Lillian Park, Rebecca Stewart, An-
nette Emrick, Mary Mackey, Violet 
Eversole, Olive Kruse, Charlotte 
Dunham, Elizabeth Hughes, Frankie 
and Madge Maxwell, Dot Douglass, 
Helen Smythe, and Elizabeth Hol-
shauser. 
Prof. W. Y. Mickle haa had to 
place an order for a lai-ge number 
of new tables, desks and" equipment 
to accommodate his^rowd. About 25 
service men take the vocational 
course, having been sent to Stetson 
by the United States Government. 
We try to please you Harpers. 
The Delta Delta Delta Fraternity 
has started their year with a fine 
active membership of the folio-wing 
young women: Mary Davis, Betty 
Taylor, Florene Harper, Gussie Hin-
ton, Ruth Laymon, Elizabeth Dozier, 
Alice Tharin, Anna Van Cleef, Leah 
Bauman, Elizabeth Walters, May 
Hubbs ^and Maxine Long. 
Fall in line and eat at Harpers. 
The Pi Beta Phi, -one of the oldest 
fraternities at Stetson, started the 
year with the follo'wing old students 
back, and many students are to be ' 
added: Virginia Bow, Elizabeth 
Holshauser, Margaret Bow, Margaret 
Moore, Elizabeth Hughes, Ruth Jen-
nings, Abbie Lapham, Dorothy Doug-
lass, Madge Maxwell, Doris Parks, 
Marion Mow, Gladys Briscoe Hon, 
and Olive Kruse. 
Eat at Harpers. 
The Al'pha Xi Delta is the youngest 
among the fraternities at Stetson and 
is one of the most active. Under the 
very able leadership of Miss Olga 
Bowen, these young women have been 
very active as rivals of the oldest 
fraternities at Stetson and register 
a choice list of young women among 
the very best in the state. They are 
as follows: Florence Van Fleit, 
Helen Shirley, Mary Tribble, Marie 
Anderson, Dorothy Anderson, Doro-
thy Adamson, Leola King, Ruth Dye, 
Iris Battle, Grace Watson, Isabell 
McCann, Catherine McCann, Frances 
Douglass, Eleanor Hunter, Anna Ley, 




CHOCOLATE COATED ICE 
CREAM BAR 
Everyone sorry that Ladelle Mc-
Donald had to go home so soon. 
Glad to see Maxine Long and Fran-
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Fisher Drug Co. 
5?3t«. ^te>X£3£iL Storm 
DeLand, Florida 
"The best drug store service" 
I) 
Thought Photographed. 
Commandant Darget of the French 
army and a noted military criminolo-
Kis;t as well as psychologist, experi-
ments in thought photography, result-
ing In pictures of objects suggested 
iiientally, which, when projected from 
the mind to a highly sensitized photo-
graphic plate held against the fore-
head of a subject, leave a tangible Im-
pre.ssion of the objeqf thought of at 
the moment. 
If a criminal fears talking In his 
sleep, what double-distilled horror 
win he not knew when he comes to 
realize that the very thoughts of hi* 
waking hours may be read at police 
headquarters as If in cold print, peb-
hap.s even more clearly than if he him-
self were present trying to evade ques-
tions? 
Fish's Vision Limited. 
To the fish the surface of the water, 
seen from below, presents a circular 
window surrounded by mirrors, ac-
cording to Edward Ringwood Hewitt, 
author of "Secrets of the Salmon," 
soon to be published by Scribner's. It 
seems that a fish can see out info the 
air only through a limited aperture; 
everywliere else the surface reflects 
tiie contents of the stream, or (if It be 
a shallow one) the bottom. This is 
because the light fays passing from 
water to air are bent, and when tlie 
angle of the light ray from the flj?h's 
eye with the vertical becomes great 
enough, it is bent backward so that It 
does not enter the air at all, but is 
•directed downward toward the bottom. 
STETSON HATS 
lart Schaffner & Marx 
CLOTHES 
FINE SHOES 
V. M. FOUNTAIN CO. 
TENNIS MATCHES 
Between Stetson Student- and Facul-
ty. Arnsperger in form. Mickle 
Shows Great Tennis in Sets. 
Last Saturday morning brought 
forth the startling fact that we have 
some wonderful athletes in our facul-
ty. Professor Ben Hulley and Pro-
fessor Mickle playing against Arns-
perger and Rat Rhodes met defeat by 
a small score. The sets played in 
doubles ended in the score 6 to 2 
and 6 to 4. Arnesperger and Rhodes 
being victors. Rhodes can, with some 
hard work, make the Stetson Tennis 
team. White will not be able to 
enter till after Christmas, because 
of a broken collar bone. Two men 
are needed for the club which is to 
represent the Hatters this year. 
Hayes and White being out. Pro-
fessors Mickle and Hulley gave the 
student representatives a hard fight 
and were beaten only by a small 
score. Arnesperger did not have all 
his strength with him. His delivery, 
so perfect as usual, did not develope. 
He did not really put all he had out 
there on the -^ourt. Rhodes looks 
like good material. Keep coming 
out and maybe if you work hard 
enough you can make the state 
championship team, Rhodes. We 
certainly like the playing of Mr. 
Mickle and Prof. Hulley. The stu-
dent body had better watch out or 
the faculty will take off first honors 
in one of these matches. 
M. &,M. 
\ i ~ 
The"M. & M. Club had the good 
fortune of having Miss Levds vdth 
them last Tuesday night. Miss Lewis 
has a brother who is a missionary in 
China and in this meeting she read 
several letters received from her 
brother relative to the work in China. 
Many interesting facts were given 
out by these letters and the members 
are indebted to Mr. Lewis for much 
information. His letters touched 
upon the difficulties unde which the 
missionaries work, and yet showed 
the loyalty of the workers. One of the 
letters was written on the day after 
the great typhoon passed over that 
part of China. Mr. Lewis said that 
the water reached the great depth of 
nine feet around his house. Yet all 
the time the natives were calm be-
cause of their trust in God. 
One of the gospel tearns has al-
ready started practicing some new 







TLhc S)reha Xtbeatre 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 9th. 
MONDAY ft. 
"Pink Gods" 
A Paramount Picture starring BEBE DANIELS. James 
Kirkwood and Anna Q. Nilsson are also in the cast. A 
powerful domestic drama bristling with tense scenes and 
crashing climaxes. Also The Pathe Reviev, the magazine 
of the screen. 
TUESDAY 
"Fools First" 
A great Marshall Neilan Production, 
headed by Richard Dix and Claire Windsor, 
just as Marshall Neilan makes them. A 
new thrill—suspence that holds you all through an amaz-
ing story of a crook who came back and the woman who 
brought him. There's a laugh for every thrill too. A First 
National Attraction. Also The Fox News, and Screen 
Snapshots. 
A wonder cast 
A drama made 
picture with 
WEDNESDAY 
Katherine McDonald in "Domestic Relations" 
A 1922 model of the scenario Adam and Eve and the 
Serpent wrote. A drama of married life" when romance 
begins to fade. A First National Attraction. Also Topics 
of the t)ay and a Pathe Comedy. 
THURSDAY and FRIDAY 
Viola Dana in "The Five Dollar Baby" 
A delightful story from the pen of Irvin Cobb, that 
will delight all the kids from six to sixty. Miss tlana's 
latest Metro Entertainment,. AJiso a Torcliy Comedy. 
» SATURDAY \ 
William Russell in "The Self Made Man" 
A Fox Entertainment based on a virile story of the 
west. Also Fox Sunshine Comedy, "SPLITTING HAIRS." 
On Thursday night we will have another of our popu-
lar lucky number drawings. Everyone coming on Thurs-
day night will be given a coupon and at the end of the 
flr.st show we will draw from the box seven numbers, 
^he first will receive FIVE DOLLARS IN GOLD, the 
stecond, TWO DOLLARS AND A HALF IN GOLD, and the 
next five, »a pass to • the theatre for the following week. 
Coming Next Week—Cecil DeMille's greatest 
and most elaborate production, "MANSLAUGH-
TER." Also MAE MURREY in "THE BROAD-
WAY ROSE." 
Suits Pressed » 50c 
Suits Sponged and 
Pressed 75c 
Suits Cleaned and 
Pressed $1.00 and $1.25 
LADIES' WORK 
Cleaning and Dying 
Altering our Specialty 
The Men's Shop 
W. W. WATTS, Prop. 
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STETSON 
STUDENTS 
Musical Instrumenrs of all kinds. The latest pieces for your phonograph. Stetson Banners. | 
DeLAND PIANO AND MUSIC CO * 
RITE-WAY SHOE FIX'RY 










THE WRIGHT STUDIO 
132 SO. BLVD. 
OUALITV PHOTOGRAPHY 
:^ NOTES ON THE > 
I SABBATH SCHOOL LESSON | 
B Y R E V . A . S . HONTER | 
DELAND. FLA. f 
t • » • M • > • • • • ~ f ^ 4 . M " M " M - » > 
Oct. 15 , 1922. Text , Luke 3:1-20. 
Subject , "Some F u n d a m e n t a l s of 
God's Kingdom." 
The final separa t ion of the r ight -
eous and the wicked declared by 
J e s u s ' ( M a t . 25 :31 -45 ) , was p ic tured 
b y John the Bapt i s t as winn ing chaff 
f rom wheat . This applies in a per-
sonal as well as a genera l way. His 
message to the people was t h a t each 
individual m u s t ge t rid of his chaff 
of sin before God would accept him. 
Sin can not be where God i s ; e i ther 
we must pu t i t out of our lives, or He 
•will pu t us out of His life forever . 
" H i s fan (of jus t ice) is in His hand, 
tho rough ly to purge His th resh ing 
•floor," of the chaff; suggests t h a t God 
h a s a vvay of flailing the good and 
evil apar t . 
Isaiah 's vision of John the Bapt is t 
was t h a t of a , i o a d con t rac to r g rad-
i n g down and up to the proper level 
(Isa. 40 :3 -5 ) . God's kingdom can 
n o t come to ea r th over the mounta ins 
of Phar isa ic haught iness , t h rough 
t h e swamps of g e n e r a l , selfishness, 
nor a round publican crookedness. 
Ne i the r can it come to individual 
h e a r t s and lives over the hills of 
pr ide , th rough the ravines of sordid-
ness , nor a round business or other 
crookedness . This is vi tal , not jus t 
theore t i ca l . Before Christ can be 
Savior to any one, pr ide musf be 
humbled , selfushness e l imina ted , ' and 
al l crookedness s t r a igh tened out . " A 
highway shall be the re , the redeem-
ed shall walk t h e r e i n " (Isa. 35 :8 , 
.S). 
To te^ch the same essential t ru th , 
J e s u s used t'^e figure of cons t ruc t ing 
a house (Mat. 7 : 2 4 1 2 7 ) . The house 
i s one 's cha rac te r , and the warn ing 
i s agains t bui lding a life on human 
goodness , ins tead , of digging down 
t h r o u g h our moral i ty to the Rock of 
t h e Divine a tonement . Digging is 
painful toil, bift is indispensible to 
p e r m a n e n t results . S to rms will bea t 
upon and floods roa r about our life 
s t r u c t u r e , and mere human i ty is too 
i r a i l for the tes t . 
The digging involved in g rad ing a 
road or building a house, symbolizes 




fortable with free 
arm movement. 
Spaldingsweaters 
are garments for 
all-around use— 
for everybody— 
men and women. 
Just right for all 
manner of out-
door wear. SEND FOR CATALOGUE 
W. A. Allen & Co., Agents 
For pleasure and recreation 
goto 
DELAND BILLIARD PARLOR 
Springthorpe Co. REALTORS 
Dreka Bldg. Phone I I 
Apartments and Houses fo. Rent or Sale 
Orange Grovts and Farms. 
STEPHEN LAND FOLGER, Inc. 
Established 1S92 
M A N U F A C T U R I N G J E W E L E R S 
CLUB AND COLLEGE PINS AND RINGS 
GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS 
180 Broadway 
New York 
tial message was " r e p e n t . " Not lay 
the t rack first, bu t d ig ; not build the 
the house first bu t d ig ; not furbish 
up the exter ior first, but clean out 
the in te r io r ; not finished resul ts 
first, bu t good beginning. Genuine 
repen tance is an indispensible pre-
l iminary to salvation. 
Repen tance is found in the Old 
Tes tamen t . David .said, "My bones 
waxed old through my rav ing all the 
day long," bu t when he confessed his 
sin to God, he found pardon ( Psa. 
3 2 : 3 ) . La ter , when he was a back-
slider, he again repented b i t te r ly 
(Psa. 51:1-17. In the New Testa-
ment , r epen tance is much more con-
spicuous and definite, as is t rue of 
fai th and of all por ta in ing to salva-
tion. Repen tance runs th rough the 
teaching of Christ and the apostles 
like a steel cable. I t s t a r t s here with 
John ' s preliminai 'y minis t ry , as a 
necessary condition to receiving Him 
when He comes. Jesus Himself 
preached "Repen t y e " (Mat. 4 : 1 7 ) . 
He sent out His disciples to preach 
" t h a t men should r e p e n t " (Mark 
6 : 1 2 . To some He said, " E x c e p t 
ye repent , ye shall pe r i sh" (Luke 
1 3 : 3 ) . Among His las t words were 
those " t h a t r epen tance un to remis-
sion of sins should be preached in 
His name unto all the na t i on l " (Luke 
2 4 : 4 7 ) . On the day of pen1:ecost, 
P e t e r preached " r e p e n t y e " (Acts 
2:3'8). • At the temple ga te he 
preached " r e p e n t y e " (Acts 3 :19 ) . 
Repen tance is t he soul 's own com-
posite act, consist ing of four f ac to r s ; 
sor row for sin, confession of sin, 
abandonmen t of sin, and res t i tu t ion . 
Regre t a t -bejng discovered is wrong, 
or remorse /in the face of penal ty , 
is not t r u e r epen tance . I t is well 
expressed in th is s t a n z a : 
"A h e a r t with grief oppressed, 
A t roubled h e a r t t h a t can not rest , 
F o r hav ing gr ieved my God; 
Till spr inkled with Thy blood." 
W h a t John preached in prepa ra -
tion for J e sus ' coming, and w h a t 
J e sus commanded to be perpe tua l ly 
preached in Hi& name, is " r e p e n t a n c e 
un to (as f a r as) remission of s ins ." 
Only God knows when one has real ly 
r epen ted to the poin t of giving up 
all t h a t is- evil, of r igh t ing his 
wrongs , and is wholly commit ted to 
r ighteousness . Not till t hen does 
God forgive and send the wi tness of 
the Spir i t to one's acceptance with 
Him. Repen tance which stops shor t 
of assured pardon of one's sins, a-
moun t s to nothing. 
"Could my t ea r s forever flow, 
These for sin could not a tone , 
Thou mus t save, and Thou a lone . " 
X ^ 
STETSON VS. ST. AUGUSTINE 
Cont inued from P a g e 1 
apt i tude for the game. We mus t al-
ways learn and\ these men who have 
never had on a uniform befoi'e a re 
all quick a t learning. Moritz should 
have been ment ioned in order , b u t 
var ie ty is the spice of life. 
Monk is one of the best pun t e r s 
ever in Stetson and has developed it 
well. He is -fast and light. I have 
seen Monk make some wonderful 
Inlays. He is an adept line p lunger 
and bu t for his weight would make 
a wonderful back man. He has 
every th ing bu t the weight . 
Goof Boyle still looks fast.* He 
knows the ganie as well as any m a n 
on the field and knows how to play 
it. Goof is a fine out on end. 
Kerfoot B r y a n t is always to be 
relied on. He has always stood be-
hind the a th le t ics of this school. ^I 
admire his spirit . He plays the game. 
Manage r Ward has a r r anged some 
fine games for this season and every 
one is expected to ge t to them if a t 
all possible. All Ra t s mus t a t t end 
the games a t home and as many of 
them as possible must a t t end those 
nea rby . . The game which is to be 
played F r iday is going to be a good 
one. Pa la tka has rebui l t her t eam 
of last year and added a number of 
new men to it. She is out for the 
s ta te championship. Ste tson de-
feated her last year with the second 
team and a f te r p laying Oglethorpe 
the previous day in which a number 
6f the men par took. The mater ia l 
we have this y e a r should yield one 
of the best t eams seen here in the 
past few years . Ste tson used to 
have all of t hem b e a t and we a r e go-
ing to build up a real t eam this year . 
Winning all games will give Stetson 
the r ight to play the s t a t e champion-
ship off with Flor ida and we in tend 
to work for t h a t resul t . Then all of 
the s tuden t s who a r e no t out for the 
team mus t be on hand to suppor t 
Stetson in he r games . A severe 
penal ty should be a t t ached to all 
who are not on the side l ines a t any 
game. Did any of you see those 
boys dri l l ing? The g e t away is a 
grea t thing. No t eam t h a i is slow 
in ge t t i ng away when the ball is 
snapped can expect much. B u t t he 
speedy t eam ge ts the lead on the op-
posing t eam and b reaks th rough be-
fore they can real ize w h a t h a s . h a p -
pened. That^s why P u g gives us so 
much of the drill every day. We 
want speed and wan t i t directed in 
the r igh t direct ion. The first lesson 
learned by a soldier is obedience. 
The first lesson to be learned in foot-
ball is explicit obediance to direc-
t ions and commands. The Coach 
knows much more about the game 
than the res t of us. He the re fo re is 
the re to direct and make us do what 
is desired to perfect a team which 
works as one man and which is fast. 
We must obey, in order t h a t We may 
learn wha t is r ight and what is 
wrong. 
EAT 
PALACE ICE CREAM 
IT 'S P U R E — I T ' S DELICIOUS 
Made in DeLand 
HURLER EHMKE SHIFTS STYLE 
Detroit Player Switches From Und«r 
hand to Overhead or Side-Arm 
as l=^ancy Pleases. 
/ 
No brainier pitcher ever threw a 
ball than Christy Mathewson. He 
once said that a pitcher in order to 
be successful must develop a certain 
style and stick to it. 
"If you find tha t you a re most eif-
fective as a side-arm pitcher, use that 
s ty le ; if you can get more on the ball 
Howard Ehmke. 
overhead, use tha t method. Of aU 
things don't switch from one style to 
another as the fancy str ikes you." 
That is the way Mathewson puts it. 
That is why Howard Ehmke of De-
troit isn't rated as one of the game's 
greatest pitchers. 
Ehmke has no set style, he is under-
hand, side-arm or overhead, and as a 
result usually lacks control and is 
forced to let up in order to get the 
ball over. 
E a t a t S t e t s o n ' s r e n d e z v o u s H a r -
p e r s . 
Buttermilk "Spree" Is New. 
The bntt?rmilk sj^i'ee is a late sport. 
There are several places downtown 
where a person can drink buttermUk 
to repletion upon payment of a nickel, 
a perfectly safe venture for the ven-
dor so far as the writer Is concerned, 
by the way. This has been the im-
pulse for a daring washer during the 
last few weeks. 
Two neighbor ladies recently en-
gaged in a sewing match, each con-
cocting a shirt for her husband, tlie 
last to linish her task to buy the but-
terinill< for both. 
Truly thesp be degenerate days, 
when respectable matrons can dissi-
pate like tliat, unnoticed and unre-
proved. But, of course, the Innocent 
husbands have to suffer the real pen-
alty. They have to wear the shirts.— 
Portland Oregonian. 
Land Reclaimed From Lake. 
Montenegro will gain a navigable 
outlet to the sea and nearly 30,000 
acres of rich new land, hy negotiations 
pending between ,Tugo-Slavia and Al-
bania, which have as their objective 
the lowering to sea level of the ancient 
lake of Scutari. 
The projiect involves a cost of 
$2,000,000 and will lower the level of 
Scutari lake by eight feet through the 
deepening of the River Bojana, from 
Scutari to the Adriatic. 
The draining of the lake shores wlH 
increase Montenegro's terri tory 29,650 
acres of rich land. This addition will 
make Montenegro self-supporting fAR 
the first time in it.s history. ^ 
Litt le Density in Fog. 
I t takes a big block of fog to make 
one good swallow of water, says Dr. 
W. J. Humphreys of the United States 
weather bureau at Washington. The 
densest fog off Newfoundland banks 
contains some 20,000 droplets In a 
cubic inch, Doctor Wells and Doctor 
Thui'as of the bureau of standards 
found. 
To get one gulp of water enough 
fog to fill a space 3 by 5 by 100 feet 
would have to be condensed. In a fog 
that size there nre 60,000,000,000,000 
particles of water. "It would take, 
about a half hour to count an inch of 
fog particles," says Doctor Humphreys. 
Placed side by side, 2,500 to 3,000 drop-
lets would be needed to fill that 
length." The droplets in a cloud have 
been found to be, on the average, twice 
the size of a fog droplet. 
Oil From Sunflower Seed. 
The sunflower is a possible soiirce of 
oil, a large quantity of it having been 
made from sunflower seed in Russia 
before the war. The cold-pressed oil 
is used for culinary and other pur-
poses where a high-grade edible oil is 
required, while the hot-pressed is em-
ployed in making soaps and Russian 
varnishes. In 1911, more than 500 
mills in the Caucasus were engaged in 
pressing sunflower seed. I t is pos-
sible tha t the sunflower may some day 
be an important oil-producing plant In 
t thls country. The crop is now grown 
to quite an extent in some par t s of the 
country, notably Missouri, for poultry 
feed. 
Meteors Fall in Saskatchewan. 
A giant meteor plunged into the Big 
Quill lake, near Wynward, Saskatche-
wan. A fiery body was seen by many 
in the district to drop from a clear 
sky and clouds of steam rose from the 
lake for some. t ime after it had sunk' 
In the water. Other meteoric disturb-
ances are reported from Vanscoy, Sas-
katchewan, southwest of Saskatoon. 
People in the ' neighborhood heard five 
or six loud explosions and the earth 
between Vanscoy and Pike lake was 
shaken.—Montreal Gazette. 
o — j » 
Huge Jellyfish. 
A jellyfi.sh of beautiful, translucent 
blue, weighing close of 60 pounds, was 
washed ashore on the south of Eng-
land coast recently. The creature has 
seven odd-looking pink-hued tentacles 
protruding below the body of it and 
had two orifices resembling gills to 
breathe through. Some of us have 
vivid recollections of being stung bad-
ly by small o^nes and tremble to think 
what such a big fellow as this could 
do.—Exchange. 
^ 
Dates From Fifteenth Century. 
Interesting discoveries have been 
made at "Ye Olde Griffin" hotel, Am-
ersham, England, a coaching house dat-
ing back to the Fifteenth century. The 
digging -out of a leaking water pipe 
has brought to light a perfect example 
of an early Georgian.Jireplace. It has 
wide: seats, on either side and an Im-
mense hearthstone in the center, with 
an old-fashioned spit above it. On the 
hearth were some old coins, one with 
the date 1687. High up in the chim-
ney is a recess which tradition says 
was used as a hiding place during the 
political persecutions of two hundred 
years ago.—Montreal Family Herald. 
PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
Landis, Fish & Hull 
A t t o r n e y s a n d C o u n s e l l o r s - a t - l a w 
D e L A N D , F L O R I D A 
Wi l l P r a c t i c e in S t a t e a n d F e d e r a l 
C o u r t s 




1 1 3 W e s t I n d i a n a A v e . 
V. T. BARR ! 
Dry Goods, Notions > | 
Ladies, Misses and Children's Shoes! 
138 North Bovlevard 
DeLand, Florida 
STUDENTS 




are invited to place M;heir 
accounts here. 
Our Facilities are at 
Service; 
Volusia County Bank 
& Trust Co 
^iiim^\i!^\mM\iuimii!Jk\M\!^\M\Mm\^j^^^ 
W H Y IT A P P E A L S 
Our ice cream appea ls t o you 
because of i ts ve lve ty smooth-
ness, i ts delightful flavors, and 
most of all because you know 
tha t i t is made of the pu res t in-
gred ien t s u n d e r the most sani-
t a r y condit ions. When you ea t 
our ice c ream you a r e improv-
ing your hea l th wi th every 
spoonful. 
THE TULIP 
John B. Stetson University 
LINCOLN HULLEY, PH.D., LITT.D., LL.D., PRESIDENT 
DeLand, Florida. ' 
THE <;OLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE--Courses leadine to th^ 
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences. ^ '•"^ 
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission 
Twenty-one departments m all. UHUHBIUU. 
TitE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman dean, separate dormitories for women 
and a separate gymnasium. vyumeu, 
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course leading to the LL.B.: degree. Graduates admitted to practice in 
Florida without examination. ^ «.v.i.»v.c m 
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in Civil. Mechanical- Electrical and Chemical engineer 
ing leading to degrees. ^.^iicci 
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Florida teachers, strong normal courses and special 
t6&ch£I*S courses. ^iJ^K.'im 
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS--Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting, Shorthand Typewriting 
courses in History, Law, Economics and Finance. • *•-•"». 
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton Chicairo and 
all high grade colleges. ' "̂  ' 
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC A R T S - F o r boys and young men desiring manual training mechan-ical drawing etc. .cv...«i.i 
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice harmonv and 
chorus work. ' -̂  
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color nastel Ptr 
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO pastei, etc. 
1. THE PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic 
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy Geolo 
gy, etc. b , -• 
2. THE PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology. Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology Zoology 
Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative r!hemi<5trvt 
3. THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Biblical Literature, History Eng^fsh pfvchol-
ogy. Pedagogy. Ethics. Logic and Theism.. •c'"i.nsn, i-sycnoi 
